Cornucopia - Chapter One
She rose from the bed with a smooth movement, pulling the rumpled sheet from her legs and
padding over to the bay windows to discover where she had landed this morning.
The woman got up with an enviable sense of purpose, swinging her lean legs down to the carpet and
walking over to the large picture window to look at the wooded hills beyond.
The woman in question climbed out of the double bed with an effortless action, drawing the
puckered slip away from her limbs and stealing across to the large casement to ascertain where she
had alighted at the start of the day.

Cathy floated from the bed, warm from their bodies and alighted at the window,
gazing at the rural paradise that somehow seemed to have been created solely for
their pleasure, and which they would explore together.
Sunday 7:43am. Female, 31 years old, 11 stone 3 ounces, Caucasian, red hair, mole on left
shoulder blade, got out of bed, moved to stand in front of window 2800mm by 1500mm
looking out north by norwest.
Int. Bedroom - Day.
CATH wakes and sits up, she looks around the room with curiosity, then
glances at the sleeping figure of JED. She pulls back the bed sheets and
gets up. She is nude. She walks to the window. Outside is an English
countryside landscape.
Young Catherine was never one to linger in bed, not when there was a fresh day to explore.
The dame raised herself up and emerged from the bed like a panther coming out her lair, her toned
body moving with oiled grace as she strode towards the sunlight which sternly illuminated her
lover-boy’s extramarital hidey hole.

Thus ye damsel rose fromst her bed and walked across her masters bedchamber
to the window, to gazeth upon ye kingdom.
With her client still fast asleep, Catherine quietly tiptoed to the window and watched as Harold’s squat
little car slowly wound its way towards the house.

Curvy Catherine (36-24-36) leaves little to the imagination as she sashays across the
luxury bedroom of three times married womaniser Jed (age 42).
Used to their isolation, the bedroom curtains had been left open, affording Dimitri a
clear view of the girl as walked into his telescopic sight.
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